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• The DSP effect version works on the device.

• The plug-in version works as software on your computer.
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DSP Effect version/Plug-in version

HiDPI support and design changes

The GUI designs have been refined, and are 
compatible with HiDPI, ensuring improved visibility 
on high-resolution monitors. Also, the display and 
placement of parameters have been changed to 
improve usability.

Sweet Spot Morphing Channel Strip 

REV-X 

Equalizer 601

Compressor 276 

Input/Output meters

Input/Output meters have been implemented for 
each plug-in.

Sweet Spot Morphing Channel Strip 

REV-X 

Equalizer 601

Compressor 276 

Input/Output meters

Input/Output meters

Input/Output meters

Input/Output meters
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New functions of Sweet Spot 
Morphing Channel Strip

Integration of Stereo and Mono versions
The separate plug-ins for the Stereo and Mono 
channels have been integrated. This gives you a 
single view of your DAW software, so you no longer 
need to choose between Stereo and Mono when 
selecting the plug-in.

Side Chain On/Off function
Now includes a convenient On/Off switch for the 
side chain filter. 

Independent EQ band On/Off function
Now includes convenient independent On/Off 
switches for each EQ band. 

Preset Converter window
Added the Preset Converter window to convert 
Presets made by Sweet Spot Morphing Channel 
Strip V1.2.X or earlier to be compatible with V2.0.0 
or later. Click on the logo at the top right of the 
screen to open this window. 

The Preset Converter window automatically appears 
when opening the Sweet Spot Morphing Channel 
Strip. If you want to prevent it from appearing, check 
“Don’t ask me again” and will not open the next 
time.

Click the “Yes” button to enable use of Presets 
saved in previous versions. Click the “Not Now” 
button to open the plug-in without converting the 
previous Presets.
NOTICE
• Presets created by V2.0.0 or later are not compatible with 

V1.2.X or earlier.

• When the plug-in V2.0.0 or later has been installed to a 
computer that was using the plug-in V1.2.X or earlier, the 
plug-in for a Mono channel of V1.2.X or earlier will remain. If 
you open a project file with the plug-in V1.2.X or earlier in 
this state, the plug-in V1.2.X or earlier will be loaded to the 
channel to which the plug-in for a Mono channel has been 
assigned. If you want to replace it to one of V2.0.0 or later, 
re-select the appropriate channel plug-ins to V2.0.0 or later.

Side chain On/Off button

EQ band On/Off buttons
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New function of REV-X

3D graph display
A new 3D graph display shows the reverberation 
characteristics of the reverb in three dimensions. 
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Plug-in version Only

AAX support

Advanced FX Suite is now compatible with the AAX 
plug-in format. You can use the plug-ins with 
ProTools.

New function of Sweet Spot 
Morphing Channel Strip

Spectrum view of the EQ graph
The Sweet Spot Morphing Channel Strip Plug-in 
version now features a spectrum view of the EQ 
graph. The spectrum view On/Off button in the 
upper right corner of the EQ graph allows you to 
show or hide it.

New function in Equalizer 601

Spectrum view of the EQ graph
The Equalizer 601 plug-in version now features a 
spectrum view of the EQ graph.

The spectrum view On/Off button in the lower right 
corner of the EQ graph allows you to show or hide it. 

Dedicated Cubase series 
window

AXR4 series device parameter 
operation function added to 
MixConsole screen

AXR Extension is now displayed in Cubase 
[MixConsole]  [Channel Rack] zone  [Hardware] 
rack. This allows you to work with AXR4 while 
working in MixConsole without having to go back to 
the Inspector. 

Channel Link setting function 
added to the Hardware Input 
Setting area

You can now set channel links in the hardware input 
settings area. 

Spectrum view On/Off button

Spectrum view On/Off button

Channel Link
On/Off
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AXR4 device display

Setting parameters directly in the 
MAIN display area

You can now set parameters directly in the MAIN 
display area without opening the settings dialog 
screen. This allows you to set a list of closely related 
parameters, such as SILK TEXTURE and GAIN, at 
the same time.

MAIN display area old and new 
comparison 

Parameter selection state old and new 
comparison 

How to open and operate
This section explains using the example of the CH
SETUP MIC IN 1 screen.

1. Press the [CH] key on the AXR4 device 
panel.
CH SETUP screen appears.

2. Turn the multi-function knob in any channel 
screen to select any parameter.

3. Press the multi-function knob to select it.

4. Turn the multi-function knob to change the 
displayed value or on/off status.

5. Press the multi-function knob to confirm.

* For parameters that can be set directly in the MAIN display 
area, refer to “AXR4 Device Display Setting Items and Setting 
Method List” at the end of this manual.

RETURN TO HOME function added 
to the SYSTEM SETUP screen

You can now set the time from when an operation is 
stopped until it automatically returns to HOME 
(METER screen).

Available options are as follows.

Old New

Old New

10sec Returns to HOME 10 seconds after the operation 
is stopped.

30sec Returns to HOME 30 seconds after the operation 
is stopped.

1min Returns to HOME 1 minute after the operation is 
stopped.

3min Returns to HOME 3 minutes after the operation is 
stopped.

Never Does not return to the Home screen even if the 
operation is stopped.
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Multiple mix buses can be set for 
level control on the METER screen

You can now set multiple mix buses for level control 
on the METER screen. This allows you to perform 
level controls for multiple buses in a surround 
environment.

How to open and operate

1. Press the [MONI] key on the AXR4 device 
panel.
MONITOR SETUP screen appears. 

2. Turn the multi-function knob to select “MAIN 
OUT SETUP.”

3. Press the multi-function knob to confirm.
A list of mix buses appears.

4. Turn the multi-function knob to select any 
mix bus.

5. Press the multi-function knob.
Only set value on the right is selected.

6. Turn the multi-function knob to select either 
“ON” or “OFF.”

7. Press the multi-function knob.
The selection is restored. Set other mix buses as 
needed.

You can check the set bus in the MAIN OUT 
VOLUME dialog that appears when you operate the 
multi-function knob on the METER screen.

METER screen design changes

The design of the METER screen has been changed 
so that the mix bus numbers set as the targets of 
level control on the MAIN OUT SETUP screen are 
displayed in white. This allows you to check the 
target buses in a list when controlling the level.
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CH SETUP screen configuration 
changes

You can now set the channel gain and the Silk 
processing parameters which are closely related, at 
the same time, while listing them.

CH SETUP screen MAIN display area
Select a channel.

CH SETUP MIC IN 1 to 4 screens

CH SETUP LINE IN 5 to 12 screens 

TIPS

You can control the TEXTURE with the SILK 
TEXTURE knob while setting GAIN with the multi-
function knob.

The parameter value is displayed in light blue 
while the TEXTURE knob is being controlled. 
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dspMixFx AXR V2.0

Firmware update function added

You can now update the firmware of the AXR4 
device from dspMixFx AXR.

1. Connect the AXR4 device with a firmware 
version older than V2.0.
The FIRMWARE UPDATER screen opens 
automatically.

NOTE
You can cancel* the update by clicking the “Close” button.

2. Click the “Start” button.
The firmware update will start.

3. After the update is complete, press the 
“Close” button to close the screen.

* If you cancel in step 1, you can update the firmware at 
any time by clicking “Device” in the menu and selecting 
“Firmware Update ...”.

NOTICE

When updating the firmware, connect only one unit at a 
time.

Firmware Update
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MAIN OUT added to the Output 
Channels area

Added MAIN OUT to the Output Channels area.

When the HOME (METER) screen is shown on the 
AXR4 device display, you can now set the mix bus 
to change the level with the multi-function knob.

MAIN OUT

MAINOUT button
Switch the target/non-target of the main out.
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Appendix

AXR4 Device Display Setting Items and Setting Method List

Setting Items Setting Method

METER Screen

(MAIN OUT VOLUME)
MAIN OUT 
VOLUME dialog

CH SETUP Screen

MIC IN1 to 
MIC IN2

GAIN

In the MAIN 
screen

TEXTURE

TYPE

SILK

PAD

+48V

PHASE

HPF

HI-Z

LINE IN5 to 
LINE IN12

PAD
Select from the set 
value list

PHASE In the MAIN 
screenHPF

MONITOR SETUP Screen

PHONES 
PATCH

PH 1L

Select from the set 
value list

PH 1R

PH 2L

PH 2R

OUTPUT 
PATCH

LN O1 to LN O1

ADT AO1, S/P AO1

ADT AO2, S/P AO2

ADT AO3 to ADT AO8

ADT BO1, S/P BO1, AES O1

ADT BO2, S/P BO2, AES O2

ADT BO3, AES O3 to 
ADT BO8, AES O8

MAIN OUT 
SETUP

LINE OUT 1 to LINE OUT 8

In the MAIN 
screen

ADAT AOUT1, S/P AOUTL

ADAT AOUT2, S/P AOUTR

ADAT AOUT3 to ADAT AOUT8

ADAT BOUT1, S/P BOUTL, 
AES OUT1

ADAT BOUT2, S/P BOUTR, 
AES OUT2

ADAT BOUT3, AES OUT3 to 
ADAT BOUT8, AES OUT8

Setting Items
Setting 
Method

SCENE Screen

Initial Data Confirmation 
dialog(Scene 01) to (Scene 08)

SYSTEM SETUP Screen

CH LINK

MIC I1/2

In the MAIN 
screen

MIC I3/4

LN I5/6 to LN I11/12

ADT AI1/2, S/P AIL/R

ADT AI3/4 to ADT AI7/8

ADT BI1/2, S/P BIL/R, AES I1/2

ADT BI3/4, AES I3/4 to 
ADT BI7/8, AES I7/8

CLOCK

MASTER

Select from 
the set value 
list

SAMPLE RATE

SRC

AES/EBU CH

DIGITAL I/O 
MODE

DIGITAL(A)

DIGITAL(B)

PEAK HOLD PEAK HOLD

HPF

RETURN TO HOME

CONVERSION MODE

BRIGHTNESS

LCD

In the MAIN 
screen

LED (RED)

LED (BLUE)

LED (WHITE)

LED (GREEN)

PANEL LOCK —

USB MODE
Select from 
the set value 
list

STACK ID
In the MAIN 
screen

INFO/
INITIALIZE

VERSION
—

ABOUT

INITIALIZE
CURRENT DATA Confirmation 

dialogSCENE MEMORY
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